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Curatorial Mission Statement

Data Curation: 

maintaining and adding value to a trusted body of 

digital information for current and future use; 

specifically, the active management and appraisal of 

data over the life-cycle of scholarly and scientific 

materials.
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materials.
UK Digital Curation Centre

• Maintain value: ensure persistent accessibility and 

usability of all ingested data collections

• Add value: enhance opportunity for future use and re-

purposing



It isn’t enough 

to simply preserve

• Managing data is costly, and detracts from 

opportunities for innovation and growth

– Money spent preserving can’t be used to create

– Just in Case – costly, not compelling 

– Just in time – not effective

– Adding new value is a key element of curation
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New Value from Curation

• Better access, or access where none previously 

existed

– New attention markets

• Reuse of existing value amplifies investments

– Economies of scale and scope

• Repurposing of data creates new value 
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Compelling Cost-benefit Models

• Avoid a Build it and they will come approach

• Find out ways to make users more productive 

and more efficient

• Curation must arise from, and create, new • Curation must arise from, and create, new 

opportunities

• RLG Programs – Research Information 

Management working group: needs and 

opportunity analysis for providing services to 

scholars from librarians
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Understand who the 

stakeholders are 

– Primary researchers

– Collateral researchers

– Host Institutions

– Domain organizational entities

– Professional membership organizations

– Educational entities– Educational entities

– Research sponsors

– Public, private, not-for-profit funders

– Policy agents

– Non-expert public users

– Publishing entities

– Commercial entities
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Metrics

• Operationalizing value assessment requires 

instrumented transactions – must be as 

automated as possible

• Curatorial decision making will relate costs and 

benefits, but also should clarify changes in 

community skill sets necessary to sustain 

curation, and promote evidence-based systems 

development



Value Categories

• Tangible – objective metrics

– Direct re-use metrics

– Regulatory compliance

– Linkage richness

– Licensing– Licensing

– Citation
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Intangible values
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Examples of 

Value-enrichment Actvities

• Structure enhancement

• Structured description 

• Structured association (semantic linking)

• Peer review and rating

• Tool linking

• Social annotation• Social annotation

• Collection development

• Datamining

• Canonical identity management

• Rights management

• Authority management

• Dmany more
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• The rich interactions among stakeholders and 

managed data will be mediated through value 

metrics that provide evidence for benefits that 

accrue to the curation of data

• Design of such metrics is critical to attracting 

resources, designing systems, and supporting 

the development of the skill sets necessary for 

supporting the new skills of digital librarianship 

that will be necessary for sustainable curation
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The framework is incomplete

• Understand the relationships involved in 

creating new value

• Instrument systems such that value creation is 

monitored automatically 

• Identify and support incentive structures that • Identify and support incentive structures that 

promote value creation

• Feed all of this information into management of 

data, policy creation, and skills development so 

the technical systems and human systems work 

together effectively
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